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Abstract—In this paper, we design a frame structure for unique
word (UW) based transmission of multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems under doubly-dispersive wireless channel con-
ditions. We elaborate an energy and spectral efficiency anal-
ysis of a MIMO UW-based system vs. a conventional MIMO
cyclic prefix (CP)-based system. Considering the UW-based
transmission for a MIMO multi-carrier, we derive its signal
processing algorithms for channel estimation and joint channel-
equalization-and-demodulation. Through theoretical derivations
as well as extensive simulations, we show that the proposed
MIMO UW-based system significantly outperforms the state-of-
the-art approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

TOWARDS the sixth generation (6G) cellular networks,
new applications and use-cases are being enabled for

the vertical markets, while also new challenges for a holistic
approach and more efficient service provisioning are being
defined. Thanks to the flexible physical layer definitions in
latest release of fifth generation (5G) New Radio (NR) [1],
diverse services namely enhanced-mobile-broadband, ultra-
reliable-low-latency-communication, and massive machine-
type-communication are envisioned to coexist within the same
time interval and the same frequency band. A major advance-
ment for realizing this coexistence is the massive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) technology which can be used
for three key concepts, i.e., beamforming, spatial diversity and
spatial multiplexing. While employing the MIMO technology
for spatial diversity or spatial multiplexing, the mobility of
the users becomes limited because a large number of channel
parameters requires a long training sequence that together with
the data packet, must fit within the channel coherence time.

Unique-word (UW) transmission is a promising candidate
that facilitates per-block synchronization and channel esti-
mation [2], [3], [4]. The main concept is to replace the cyclic
prefix (CP) of random nature by a deterministic sequence that
is known to both transmitter and receiver. Hence, maintaining
the advantages of CP in terms of robustness against multipath
channels, UW allows fast channel tracking in highly mobile
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scenarios where the underlying wireless channel is extremely
doubly-dispersive. A number of studies have been proposed
for channel estimation and equalization of UW-based single
and multi-carrier systems. For instance, [4] and [5] proposed
different approaches of channel estimation in single-input
single-output (SISO) UW-single-carrier (SC) systems. The
performance analysis, however, was performed under low-
mobility channel conditions. In [6] and [7], an orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based approach of
UW generation [8] was extended to discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) spread OFDM (DFT-s-OFDM) and its corresponding
out-of-band (OOB) emission and peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) were analyzed. Similarly in [9], a UW-based general-
ized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) was proposed
in order to maintain GFDM’s low OOB emission and the
performance was evaluated in block fading conditions. In [10],
embedding a Zadoff-Chu sequence within the GFDM signal,
a UW-based frame structure has been designed for vehicular
communications. Nevertheless, all the above related works
were focusing on SISO systems and their approaches are not
straightforwardly applicable to MIMO multi-carriers.

In MIMO systems with large number of antennas, the
receiver design becomes more challenging because significant
number of factors must be taken into account. Indeed, by
linearly increasing the number of transmit (Tx) antennas, the
number of channel parameters increases quadratically [11].
Thus, in order to avoid significant increase of overhead signals
and maintain a reasonable efficiency, a careful system design
is indispensable. In addition, unlike SISO systems that have
a wide range of deterministic sequences to be used as UW,
in MIMO, the choices of the UW sequences are narrowed
down to a smaller range. In fact, optimum UW sequences
transmitted from different Tx antennas must jointly obey
certain criteria in terms of synchronization, channel estimation,
PAPR and OOB emission. Although, [12] and [13] proposed
MIMO detection techniques for UW-OFDM systems, genie-
aided channel knowledge was being assumed and thus, the
overhead of the system with respect to MIMO CP-OFDM
pilots was not fully analyzed, and also the impact of the choice
of UW sequences on signal PAPR and OOB radiation was
ignored. To the best of our knowledge, no MIMO UW-
based system design exists in literature, that can flexibly adopt
any waveform (whether single or multi-carrier system) and
can jointly consider MIMO UW-based channel estimation and
equalization.

In this paper, we provide the following contributions
to enable a robust UW-aided data transmission of MIMO
transceivers in broadband mobile channels:
• By taking into account the UW frame design of [2] as a
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benchmark, we extend the frame structure to MIMO tech-
nology where the number of channel parameters are also
being taken into account. Considering a doubly-dispersive
channel condition, we analyze the overhead requirements
of a UW-based system from synchronization and channel
estimation perspectives—i.e. partially published in [14]—
and we compare its energy and spectral efficiency with
respect to an equivalent pilot-aided CP-OFDM system
design.

• Considering a non-orthogonal multi-carrier that not only
focuses on robust data transmission, but also controls the
transmit signal impairments, we analyze the MIMO UW
sequences in terms of OOB radiation for GFDM.

• As the Payload-UW blocks are being transmitted through
a highly frequency selective and time-variant channel,
we derive the Wiener-Hopf filters for the corresponding
MIMO linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)
channel estimation (CE). Proposing a frame structure
that considers circularly rotating the UW slots of the
MIMO antennas, we also analyze its CE performance
with respect to the state-of-the-art (SoA) solutions.

• Proposing an equalization (EQ.) technique that recon-
structs a cyclic signal at the receiver side, we de-
rive its component-wise conditionally unbiased (CWCU)
LMMSE equalizer with imperfect channel knowledge.
Due to the cyclic signal reconstruction at the receiver
side, our equalization technique allows the payload and
UW sequences to be designed completely independent
at the transmitter side. Therefore, the approach can em-
bed the UW sequences to any single and multi-carrier
system (e.g single carrier frequency domain equalization
(SC-FDE), OFDM, GFDM), and maintain all their ma-
trix structure advantages for low complexity detection
approaches, as they were to be used in a CP-based system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we review the SoA UW-based transmissions in SISO
systems and we also describe the MIMO transmission sce-
nario. In Sec. III, considering a MIMO UW-based frame
design and a pilot-aided CP-OFDM system, we analyze the
efficiency of the two systems. In Sec. IV, we investigate the
OOB emission of the proposed UW sequences within the
context of GFDM system. The channel estimation and joint
channel-equalization-and-demodulation of the proposed UW-
based system are derived in sections V and VI, respectively.
The simulations and numerical results are provided in Sec. VII.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sec. VIII.

Notations

Column-vectors are denoted by vector sign ~X and matrices
by boldface X. Time domain signals are represented by
lowercase letters while normal font uppercase letters are used
for DFT domain signals. E[·] is the expectation operator. X
modulo Y is denoted by X mod Y . The conjugate, transpose
and Hermitian transpose of X are denoted by X∗, XT and
XH , respectively. X ⊗Y and X ◦Y are the Kronecker and
Hadamard products [15] of matrices X and Y , respectively.
~X
~Y

is the element-wise division of vector ~X over ~Y . diag( ~X)

is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the entries of
the column vector ~X . vec(X) is the operation of stacking the
columns of X on top of one another. The matrices Fn and In
are the unitary DFT and the identity matrices of size n × n,
respectively. The matrix 0m×n is an all zero matrix of size
m× n. ~0n and ~1n are column vectors of size n with all zero
and one entries, respectively. The distribution of a complex
multivariate Gaussian random vector ~X with mean ~µ = E[ ~X]
and covariance matrix Σ = E[( ~X − ~µ)( ~X − µ)H ] is denoted
by NC(~µ,Σ).

II. STATE OF THE ART AND SYSTEM BASICS

A. Unique Words in SISO Systems

In a UW-based system [2], instead of a CP, a deterministic
sequence is added as a prefix and also as a suffix around
the transmission block. In this case, in order to keep the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) size on the cyclic part of the receive
(Rx) signal, the symbol duration reduces from N +Ncp to N
samples [2]. Here, Ncp is the number of time-domain samples
of the CP, and N denotes the data FFT-size. Similar to CP-
based systems, if the UW length Nu is longer than the channel
delay spread with length L, and also the channel remains
constant during the block duration of N samples, the receiver
can interpret a circular channel transfer function and perform
FFT-based channel estimation and equalization approaches.
Moreover, since UW sequences are deterministic and known
at the receiver, per-block synchronization can be achieved.

From a channel estimation perspective, if the UW length
Nu is set to L samples of the channel delay spread length, the
UW observations would always be exposed to interference,
because taking the FFT of the frame over N = Nd + Nu

samples of TFFT duration, payload becomes overlapped with
UW sequences in frequency domain. In [4], authors stated that
for a deterministic channel estimation method, a necessary and
sufficient condition for channel identifiability is having the
UW length to be at least twice of the channel length (i.e. [4]
Nu ≥ 2L) while also the first and the second half of the time
domain UW signal must be identical, such that the channel
on the second half looks circulant. Although, in order to relax
the constraint on UW length to Nu ≥ L, they suggested to
equalize the data and remove the associated interference from
the UW sequence. The performance of the approach in [4] was
not compared to an equivalent CP-based system and moreover,
it is also only applicable to low-mobility channel conditions.

The generation of the unique word has been discussed
differently in individual transmission schemes. For instance,
in a UW-SC system, a Zadoff-Chu sequence can be attached
to the N − Nu length time domain SC signal [4]. In UW-
OFDM [8] and UW-DFT-s-OFDM [7] systems, a set of redun-
dant subcarriers which cannot be used for data transmission
have been considered in order to generate the UW sequence.
In addition, since the output of the modulation matrix M in
the linear transmit signal [~xTd ~xTtail]

T = M~d might include
the energy leakage of the random data to the tail part ~xtail, an
approach has been proposed to suppress the energy leakage at
the cost of higher transmitter complexity. The approach that
we will consider in this work, is similar to the unique word
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(a) Basic UW

(b) Circ.-UW

Fig. 1. Example of the MIMO UW-based frames for I = 4 Tx antennas.

generation in UW-SC systems (i.e. a time domain deterministic
signal is attached to the time domain payload signal both as
a prefix and suffix), although, by adopting a cyclic signal
reconstruction analogously as in [16] at the receiver side, the
proposed UW-based transmission scheme is applicable to any
linear transmitter including OFDM, DFT-s-OFDM, GFDM,
etc.

B. Transmission over a Centralized MIMO Wireless Channel

We consider that in a MIMO system, the Payload-UW
blocks are structured according to Fig. 1, and they are simul-
taneously transmitted from I Tx antennas. In case of basic
UW frames, the sequence U ′i that is transmitted after the
payload block from antenna i always remains identical with
the sequence Ui before the payload block, i.e., U ′i,basic = Ui
(see Fig. 1a). On the other hand, as will be seen in (18),
the covariance of the channel estimation directly depends
on the observation sequence. Intuitively, one should expect
that longer independent observations—i.e. more independent
measurements—yield more accurate estimation. In other
words, assuming that the channel remains static over the
UW-Payload-UW block, if one considers a joint LMMSE
channel estimation over the two UW measurements, a plain
figure of merit for the observation matrix is its condition
number. Denoting Xp as the observation matrix associated
to the UW sequences before the payload block, in case of
basic UW, the condition number of the observation matrix
associated to two UW measurements (before and after the
payload block) X ′obs = [XT

p ,X
T
p ]T is equal to the condition

number of Xp. On the contrary, if the observation matrix
Xobs = [XT

p ,X
′
p
T

]T achieves a condition number smaller
than X ′obs, further improvement in CE shall be expected.
Nevertheless, the joint LMMSE of the channel over two
delayed versions of the UW measurements, necessitates that
the channel does not vary too quickly within the UW-Payload-
UW block. In order to achieve such a condition within the
UW-based frame design, we therefore consider an alternative
case, in which the UW after the payload block circularly

rotates by I/2 (see Fig. 1b) for each antenna index i, i.e.

U ′i,circ =
(
(i+

I

2
) mod I

)
. (1)

Here, if U ′i 6= Ui and they have the least amount of correlation,
one can achieve independent measurements over Ui and U ′i
and calculate the joint LMMSE of the two observed sequences
for channel estimation. We also note that calculation of the
joint LMMSE of the two UW sequences surrounding the pay-
load block is also possible for the basic UW scheme, however,
since the two measurements would be strongly correlated, the
benefit of joint LMMSE of basic UW is expected to be less
than that of Circ.-UW frames.

The transmission is initiated by sending a double UW
sequence in form of a preamble, which assures a primary time-
frequency synchronization and channel estimation. Afterwards
blocks of Payload-UW with length N are transmitted at a
block-rate Fb. The transmit signals from I Tx antennas pass
through I×Q multi-path channels. Under the assumption of
perfect synchronization, the receive signal yq[n] at antenna q
is characterized by the following expression:

yq[n]=

I−1∑

i=0

L−1∑

`=0

h`,q,i[n]xi[n− `] + wq[n], (2)

where h`,q,i[n] denotes the `-th tap of the channel impulse
response’s complex envelop at time sample n between an-
tennas i and q. Further, h`,q,i[n] varies from sample-to-
sample and it is temporally correlated to h`,q,i[n

′] according
to Rn,n′ = E(h`,q,i[n

′]∗h`,q,i[n]). The zero-mean additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with variance σ2

w at
Rx antenna q is denoted by wq[n].

Collecting the receive samples yq[n] of an N -length
Payload-UW block in vector form ~yq where N = Nd+Nu, and
assuming that the channel impulse response (CIR) has been
estimated as ~̂hq,i, the conventional equalization technique,
e.g. [9] uses the circularity of the channel over the N -length
Payload-UW block. Thus, via an LMMSE based equalization
technique, the estimated Tx signal is given by

~̂xd = F̄Nd,NĤH
N (ĤNĤH

N + σ2
w)−1[FN~yq]q=0:Q. (3)

Σxd,xd
= F̄Nd,NĤH

N (ĤNĤH
N + σ2

w)−1ĤN (4)
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Fig. 2. Example of the frame structure in time-frequency resource grid. Here, each resource element is associated to the bandwidth of one subcarrier and the
duration of one time sample. Without loss of generality, the impact of guard band insertion has been neglected in this figure. As one may see, the UW-based
frame design, saves the time-frequency resources of one OFDM symbol for transmission of 100 complex data over a 2× 2 MIMO channel.

where F̄Nd,N = (II ⊗ FNd,N ) and FNd,N includes only the
first Nd rows of FN . The frequency domain estimated channel
matrix ĤN ∈ CQN×QN denotes the MIMO version of Q ×
I matrices Ĥq,i,N = diag(

√
NFN,L~̂hq,i). Afterwards, a

separate demodulation technique similar to [9] might calculate
the decision metrics for the input of the decoder.

III. FRAME DESIGN AND EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

A. Illustrative Scenario

For clarity, consider an extreme scenario of a spatial mul-
tiplexing 2 × 2 MIMO system, in which, 100 complex data1

(i.e. 50 per Tx. antenna) must be transmitted by K = 18
subcarriers over a frequency selective—with L = 4 taps—and
fast fading channel. In [17], it is recommended that for a CP-
OFDM system in a time-variant channel, it is necessary to
employ space-frequency pilots pattern, i.e. IL pilot insertion
into every OFDM symbol. In this case IL = 8 channel
taps must be estimated and therefore, 8 pilot subcarriers
must be inserted into every OFDM symbol. From a total
number of 18 subcarriers, each OFDM symbol can carry 10
data subcarriers. Hence, because of the two streams being
simultaneously transmitted over a 2 × 2 MIMO channel, five
OFDM symbols would be needed to carry 10× 2× 5 = 100
complex symbols over 5(18 + 4) = 110 time resources. The
frame design for such an OFDM system is depicted in the
upper part of Fig. 2. Considering that the power is doubled
over the two MIMO streams, the energy efficiency of this
frame design is ηE,Pilots = 100

2×110 = 45%.
Now, consider the same explanatory scenario, in which, the

knowledge of UW sequences shall be exploited for channel
estimation (and also synchronization), and therefore, no pilot
insertion is necessary. In this case, we design the length of
the UW sequence to be Nu ≥ (I + 1)L, such that the first L
samples shall be ignored (due to the inter-block-interference
(IBI) from the previous block), and the rest of (Nu−L) ≥ IL
samples would be used to estimate IL channel parameters.
Unlike the approach in [2], which considers the length of
Payload-UW as the FFT size and thus reduces the payload size

1Complex data is referred to any complex value from a modulation alphabet,
e.g. 2µ-QAM. For instance, one may assume 100 bits via 1/2 code-rate QPSK.

Nd, we keep the FFT size for Nd samples without including
the UW length in it, and for its corresponding equalization,
we will reconstruct a cyclic signal at the receiver side and
elaborate further in Sec. VI. In addition, at the beginning of a
transmission, we consider a double UW sequence for primary
synchronization, which is equivalent to the preamble of the
CP-OFDM system. For the rest of the blocks, we consider
only a single UW sequence. Note that here, if we use double
UW sequence for all blocks, the overhead becomes significant,
and if we use double half-length UW sequences, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for synchronization becomes half. The
frame design of such a UW-based system is depicted in lower
part of Fig. 2. There, we can see that 12 time samples are
considered for each UW sequence, while all the 18 subcarriers
of the data symbol are actively used for data transmission. In
this case, for three UW-based symbols, 18 × 2 × 3 = 108
complex symbols are transmitted over 3(18 + 12) = 90 time
resources. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the UW-based
frame design becomes ηE,UW = 108

2×90 = 60%, and thus the
time resource of one OFDM symbol is being saved. The
detailed efficiency analysis of such frame design is further
discussed in the following.

B. CP vs. UW Efficiency analysis
Consider that for primary synchronization, a preamble con-

sisting of two repetitive deterministic sequences shall be used
for both CP-OFDM and UW-OFDM. The CP-OFDM employs
a preamble for BCP number of OFDM blocks, while in UW-
OFDM the preamble is used for BUW ≥ BCP. Thanks to
the unique word sequences after each payload block in UW-
OFDM, per-block-synchronization allows BUW to be much
larger than BCP.

Summing up the overhead requirements that were discussed
in Sec. III-A and beginning of this section, the numbers of
overhead samples for pilot-aided CP-OFDM and UW-OFDM
follow2:

ξCP+Pilots = Np︸︷︷︸
Preamble

Nd +BCP( L︸︷︷︸
CP

Nd + IL︸︷︷︸
Pilots

Nd),(5)

2Assuming full subcarrier allocation for Nd-point DFT size, L time domain
samples of CP in (5) occupy Nd frequency bins, whereas, IL frequency
domain pilots are spread over Nd time samples.
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ξUW = NpNd +BUWNdNu, (6)

respectively. Here, Np is the preamble size, and for a UW-
based system, we set it to Np = 2Nu for two repeated UW
sequences. Assuming Nu = (I + 1)L and comparing (5) and
(6), one may notice that if the number of transmission blocks
BCP and BUW are equal, the number of overhead samples for
CP-OFDM and UW-OFDM becomes equal too, i.e. ξCP+Pilots =
ξUW for BCP = BUW.

On the other hand, the total number of resources for both
systems follow:

SCP = NpNd +BCPNd(L+Nd), (7)
SUW = NpNd +BUWNd

(
Nu +Nd

)
. (8)

Clearly, the resource size SUW for UW-OFDM is always larger
than SCP for CP-OFDM, even if the number of blocks BUW

and BCP are equal. Consequently, we calculate the energy
efficiency by taking the ratio of the number of resources
dedicated to useful data transmission with respect to the total
number of resources, i.e.,

ηE,Pilots =
SCP − ξCP+Pilots

SCP
, (9)

ηE,UW =
SUW − ξUW

SUW
. (10)

The above energy efficiency of the two systems does
not take into account the gain with respect to the modula-
tion order µ and spatial multiplexing with I Tx antennas.
Therefore, assuming high SNR conditions, (9) and (10) shall
be mapped into the upper bound of spectral efficiency (in
bit/second/Hertz) via

ηS,Pilots =
IµBCP(Nd − IL)

TF,CPB
, (11)

ηS,UW =
IµBUWNd
TF,UWB

, (12)

where TF,M = SMTs denotes the frame duration for M ∈
{CP, UW}. Furthermore, B denotes the bandwidth of the
system and in case of full subcarrier allocation we have
B = Fs. Here, Fs = 1

Ts
denotes the sampling frequency. Note

that (11) and (12) describe only an upper bound to the spectral
efficiency, because, due to further impairments, e.g. guard
band insertion, channel codes and packet error rate (PER),
the efficiency might degrade. Nevertheless, if the modulation
order µ has been chosen appropriately by taking into account
the coherence bandwidth and coherence time of the underlying
scenario, ηS,Pilots and ηS,UW provide fair figures of merit for
efficiency comparison.

IV. SEQUENCES FOR UW AND OOB RADIATION

In order to select an optimal choice of UW sequences for
MIMO wireless transmission, the following aspects must be
taken into account:
• An accurate MIMO synchronization shall be achieved

if and only if the periodic auto-correlation functions of
the sequences are Kronecker’s Delta function δ[n], and
also, their periodic cross-correlation functions—of the

sequences being transmitted from different antennas—
are constant values which yield to minimized maximum
absolute value [18],[19].

• From channel estimation perspective, the UW sequences
must cover the entire band where the payload is being
transmitted, and also they must have constant-modulus
DFT (i.e. optimum in estimator’s mean squared error
(MSE) sense).

• In order to maintain low PAPR, the finite sequences must
be of constant magnitude in their discrete time domain
signal.

• Near optimum sequences from OOB emission perspective
should not have abrupt changes in their real and imagi-
nary components of the time domain signal.

Orthogonal Polyphase Sequences: Similar to [18], we
use the polyphase sequences proposed in [19] to generate
the unique words for different Tx antennas. Thus, the UW
sequence xu,i[n] from Tx antenna i is given by

xu,i[n] = exp(
j2π i n0n1√

Nu

), (13)

where, n = n0
√
Nu + n1, for n0 ∈ S, n1 ∈ S,

S = {0, · · · ,√Nu − 1}. Collecting the samples of xu,i[n]
in form of a vector notation ~xu,i, Nu is the length of ~xu,i
and the square root

√
Nu must be a prime number [19]. We

note that, the periodic auto-correlation function of ~xu,i is a
Kronecker’s Delta function δ[n], while the periodic cross-
correlation of ~xu,i and ~xu,i′ 6=i is a constant value equal to
1/
√
Nu [19]. Moreover, the magnitude of ~xu,i in both time

and DFT domains is constant. In the following, we show
that integrating the sequence with a low OOB emitting multi-
carrier can still preserve the desired signal characteristics.

A. Waveform Engineering for UW Sequences combined with
GFDM

Let ~xi = [~xTd,i ~x
T
u,i]

T be the transmit signal from Tx
antenna i, where the payload vector ~xd,i is linearly mod-
ulated by a multi-carrier system. In case of a flexible
framework for waveform generation (i.e. GFDM), ~xd,i is
given by [20] ~xd,i = A~di, where ~di = vec(Di), in
which Di ∈ CK×M is the allocation matrix for K sub-
carriers and M subsymbols, and its elements comprise
data mapped to a modulation alphabet. Moreover, A ,(
~g0,0, · · · , ~gK−1,0, ~g0,1, ~g1,1, · · · , ~gK−1,M−1

)
is the modula-

tion matrix of GFDM, where ~gk,m =
(
gk,m[n]

)T
n=0,1,··· ,Nd−1

with Nd = MK, is the prototype filter at subcarrier index k
and subsymbol index m. By properly choosing the prototype
filter ~g0,0, various waveforms shall be generated, e.g. if ~g0,0
is a sinc function, the output of the multi-carrier modulation
is DFT-s-OFDM, whereas the conventional circular pulse
shaping approaches may employ different prototype filters as
well.

A UW-GFDM block would maintain GFDM’s low OOB
emission, provided that the transition between the UW se-
quence and the GFDM signal is a smooth transition without
any abrupt change of the signal. Such condition shall be
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Fig. 3. UW-GFDM signal in time domain (dark blue: UW, red: first GFDM subsymbol, light blue: rest of GFDM subsymbols) at zeroth subcarrier. If (14)
holds, the red curve remains constant and does not get influenced by random data.

achieved by setting the first GFDM subsymbol as a guard
symbol (GS). Thus, we have

d0,i[k] = δ[kp], (14)

where (~d0,i)k=0:K−1 is the first column of Di associated to
the first subsymbol. The constant kp can be any subcarrier
within the band. Here, the Kronecker’s Delta function δ[·],
generates the shape of the time domain prototype filter as the
time domain signal. If its energy is normalized to its maxi-
mum value, its time domain signal begins with xd,i[0] = 1
and also ends with xd,i[Nd − 1] = 1. Having xu,i[0] = 1
and xu,i[Nu − 1] ≈ 1, a smooth transition between UW and
GFDM signal is achieved. Fig. 3 shows an example of the sig-
nal in time domain, in which the GFDM signal is surrounded
by two UW sequences. As one can see, the first GFDM
subsymbol has the key impact on the transition between the
UW and the GFDM block. Thus, having the first subsymbol as
a GS, a smooth transition is achieved at the boundary of UW
and GFDM blocks. Nevertheless, the abrupt changes of the
real and imaginary components of the UW itself, would have
negative impacts on the overall OOB radiation of the signal.
Assuming the energy of δ[kp] to be

√
K, (i.e. the normalization

factor of the prototype filter ~gk,m), the GS insertion of the
above approach yields an increase of overhead by the factor

1
M
√
K

.

V. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Under the assumption of perfect time and frequency syn-
chronization and also a block-fading situation, the received
signal associated to the last IBI-free (Nu−L) samples of the
UW ~xu,i—defined in (13)—at antenna q and block b is given
by

~yp,q,b = [hTpl,q,0,b, · · · ,hTpl,q,I−1,b][~x
T
p,0, · · · , ~xTp,I−1]T + ~wq,

(15)
where, ~xp,i = (~xu,i)L:Nu−1, and hTpl,q,i,b ∈ C(Nu−L)×(Nu−L)

is a lower triangular Toeplitz channel matrix with ~hq,i,b—
denoting the parameters vector of L-length CIR—on its first
column. Rearranging the matrix-vector notations, we get

~yp,q,b = Xp
~hq,b + ~wq, (16)

where Xp = [Xp,0, · · · ,Xp,I−1] ∈ C(Nu−L)×IL is the obser-
vation matrix with Xp,i ∈ C(Nu−L)×L being the last (Nu−L)

rows and first L columns of Xu,i. Here, Xu,i ∈ CNu×Nu is a
lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with ~xu,i on its first column.
Further, ~hq,b = [~hTq,i,b]

T
i=0:I−1 ∈ CIL, and ~wq ∈ CNu−L

denotes the AWGN process of variance σ2
w.

A. MIMO UW-based LMMSE CE

The LMMSE estimation of ~hq,b and its covariance follow
[21]

~̂hq,b = (σ2
wΣ−1hh + XH

obsXobs)
−1XH

obs~yobs,q,b, (17)

Σ̂hh = Σhh − (σ2
wΣ−1hh + XH

obsXobs)
−1XH

obsXobsΣhh,(18)

respectively. Here, Σhh = diag(~1I ⊗ ~P) wherein, ~P ∈ CL
denotes the single power-delay-profile (PDP) between all
Tx-Rx antenna pairs in a centralized MIMO system. We
assume that ~P and σ2

w are perfectly known at the receiver.
If the receiver applies separate LMMSE CE to each UW
measurement ~ybasic

obs,q,b = ~yp,q,b, we have the observation matrix

Xbasic
obs = Xp, and once, an estimate ~̂hq,b = [~̂hTq,i,b]

T
i=1:I for

each of both UW sequences over the UW-Payload-UW block
is obtained, the two estimations are being averaged and fed to
the equalization unit, i.e.

~̂hq,i,b,B = 0.5(~̂hq,i,b−1 + ~̂hq,i,b). (19)

On the other hand, if Circ.-UW frames are being employed
(as discussed in Sec. II-B and Fig. 1b), it is more beneficial that
we apply joint LMMSE estimation on the two UW sequences
in UW-Payload-UW block. In this case, while the measurement
~yCirc.-UW

obs,q,b = [~yTp,q,b−1, ~y
T
p,q,b]

T considers the concatenation of
two IBI-free UW sequences (by ignoring the first L samples),
the observation matrix follows

Xcirc.-UW
obs =

[
Xp,1, · · · ,Xp,I2

,Xp,I2 +1, · · · ,Xp,I

Xp,I2 +1, · · · ,Xp,I,Xp,1, · · · ,Xp,I2

]
.

(20)
An advantage of the above LMMSE estimation is that

the observation signal ~xp,i is interference-free from IBI
perspective. However, it also has a drawback due to the
partial selection of ~xu,i. The sequence ~xu,i has a constant
frequency magnitude which is an optimal sequence for channel
estimation from MSE sense. By selecting the last Nu − L
samples of ~xu,i, the signal magnitude in frequency domain
decreases at near edge subcarriers. Therefore, in case of a
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Fig. 4. Adaptive Filtering of the estimated CIRs for b ≤ B blocks

full subcarrier allocation, it would be recommended to use
the whole ~xu,i sequence for channel estimation and apply
iterative interference cancellation in analogous way as in [22],
although, applying such an approach is beyond the scope of
this paper.

B. Adaptive Filtering

Considering that b ≤ B number of Payload-UW blocks
have been transmitted after the preamble, and thus, b + 1
channel estimations are available, we apply a Wiener-Hopf
filter analogously as in [23] to improve the channel estimation
at block b, although, with the main difference that the Wiener
filter is being applied solely to use the estimated CIRs to obtain
an improved estimation of the channel at the center3 of the
payload block b.

Fig. 4 illustrates the filtering approach, in which, the b+ 1
channel estimations

ĥq,i = [~̂hq,i,0, ~̂hq,i,1, · · · , ~̂hq,i,b] (21)

are used to calculate the CIR at time sample nd in the center
of the b-th payload block. Once the estimations have been
filtered, the resulting vector (~̂hq,i,b,W)`=0:L−1 is being used
for the equalization of the corresponding block. The adaptive
filtering based on Wiener-Hopf Approach [21],[23] follows:

Let Rh ∈ C(b+2)×(b+2) be the temporal auto-correlation
matrix of the channel tap ` at the respective time samples,
i.e.,

[Rh]n.n′ = E(h`,q,i[n
′]∗h`,q,i[n]) (22)

for n, n′ ∈ {nu,0, · · · , nu,b−1, nd, nu,b},

where the sample indexes nd and nu,b are the sample time
indexes associated to the center of the b-th payload and UW,
respectively. The filtered CIR’s `-th tap at block b is given by

ĥq,i,b,W[`] = [~Rh]HU,b(R
(U)
h + σ̂2

`I(b+1))
−1~̂hq,i,`, (23)

where ~̂
hq,i,` is the transposed `-th row of ĥq,i,

[~Rh]U,b ⊂ R
(U,d)
h is the b-th column of R

(U,d)
h . The

sub-matrix R
(U,d)
h ⊂ Rh contains the rows of Rh associated

to the UW slots (i.e. without the row index associated to nd).
R

(U)
h ⊂ R

(U,d)
h contains the columns of R

(U,d)
h associated to

the UW slots. σ̂2
` denotes the `-th diagonal element of Σ̂hh.

3With the assumption that the channel varies within the block duration.

Moreover, the covariance of the filtered CE associated to tap
` is given by

(Σ̂hh,`,W)q,i = (24)(
Rh −R

(U,d)
h

H
(R

(U)
h + σ̂2

`I(b+1))
−1R(U,d)

h

)

q,i

.

Therefore, at block b, the CE covariance becomes

(Σ̂hh,W[b])q,i =
(

diag([(Σ̂hh,`,W[b, b])`=0:L−1]T )
)
q,i
.

(25)
Since the above Wiener-Hopf filter adopts the past and present
measurements, it shall be viewed as application of a causal
filter to the channel estimates. We also note that (23) is
an application of LMMSE estimators and therefore it obeys
the Bayesian approach by minimizing the global MSE. If
the channel remains static, i.e. E(h`,q,i[n

′]∗h`,q,i[n]) = 1,
the matrix [Rh]n.n′ becomes an all ones matrix and thus,
it averages all the elements in ~̂hq,i,` by also considering the
weighting coefficient σ̂2

` which defines the channel estimation
MSE at tap `. On the contrary, if the channel is infinitely time-
variant, i.e. E(h`,q,i[n

′]∗h`,q,i[n]) ≈ 0 for n′ 6= n, we would

have [Rh]n.n′ ≈ Ib+2, and therefore, each element of ~̂hq,i,`
is considered to be completely uncorrelated, and therefore,
every estimation ~̂hq,b is treated to be independent. In case
of extremely time-varying channels, the coefficient σ̂2

` applies
further weights to the auto-correlation matrix R

(U)
h , which is

beneficial if R
(U)
h is a singular matrix.

VI. EQUALIZATION WITH IMPERFECT CHANNEL
KNOWLEDGE

The state-of-the-art of EQ. techniques for UW-based multi-
carrier systems consider using the circularity of the channel
over the Payload-UW block and equalize the payload together
with the UW sequence [9], [24]. Since our frame design in
Sec. III does not consider the UW sequence within the FFT
size, the payload block itself does not experience a circular
channel condition. On the other hand, considering an odd
size FFT not only increases the complexity, but also collects
more noise samples in DFT domain i.e. N time-domain noise
samples instead of Nd. In the following, we derive a UW-free
joint channel-equalization-and-demodulation for a generalized
flexible waveform that can emulate any orthogonal or non-
orthogonal single/multi-carrier.
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Fig. 5. The channel matrix H that different receiver types would experience in the linear model ~y = H~x+ ~w.

Fig. 6. Emulating a circular CIR for the Nd FFT-size payload sequence at the receiver.

A. UW-free Equalization

While in a block-fading system, the Tx signal experiences
a linear convolution with the CIR, different techniques—as
illustrated in Fig. 5—facilitate a cyclic signal observation at
the receiver. In linear convolution, i.e. Fig. 5a, due to the L-tap
CIR, the UW sequence transmitted before the payload causes
some known interference4. Also due to the same reason, the
last L samples of ~xd leak into the next UW sequence. The

4Given the knowledge of ~xu and ~̂h, the UW influence can be removed
at the receiver side. Although, due to the imperfect knowledge of ~̂h, we use
the term known interference. From an estimation theory point of view, one
shall refer the known interference as the mean of the signal, which must be
removed before estimating ~xd.

power of such data leakage would be wasted, if in a naive
approach, one applies the FFT over ~xd. In Fig. 5b, one can
see that in a CP-based system, since ~xcp0

is identical to the last
L samples of ~xd0 , the receiver can infer that ~xd experiences a
circular channel matrix. Similarly, in conventional UW-based
systems (see Fig. 5c), the receiver can also emulate a cyclic
signal condition for the transmitted ~x = [~xTd , ~x

T
u ]T sequence.

Though, the presence of ~xu within the FFT block, causes
known interference. For a UW-free equalization, i.e. Fig. 5d,
we reconstruct a circular channel condition by adding the
first L samples of the UW to the first L samples of the
payload block as in Fig. 6. In this case, while the last L
samples of the payload has leaked into its following UW
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sequence, i.e. due to the linear convolution of the CIR with
the UW-Payload-UW sequence, taking the first L samples of
UW and adding it to the beginning of the payload sequence
makes ~ycyclic,q ∈ CNd to experience a circular convolution
of the transmitted payload sequence with the CIR. In this
approach, Nd + L ≤ N noise samples are being collected,
which is comparable to the N noise samples collection of the
conventional approach. However, due to the different noise
variance at the first L samples of the payload block, some
noise correlation in frequency domain is to be expected.

Formally, we define the UW-free cyclic observed signal as

~ycyclic,q , ~yd,q + [(~yu,q)
T
[0:L−1] ~0

T
Nd−L]T , (26)

where (~yu,q)[0:L−1] denotes the first L samples of the received
UW sequence after the payload, and ~yd,q ∈ CNd denotes the
received payload sequence at block b. Further details concern-
ing the observed signal ~ycyclic,q can be found in the Appendix
where we provide an algebraic proof that ~ycyclic,q experiences
a circular channel matrix. In (26) and the rest of expressions
in this section, the subscript b is ignored for brevity. Also
note that in (26), the first L samples of the ~ycyclic,q are
subject to noise variance 2σ2

w, and therefore, if an Nd point
FFT size has been utilized, some noise correlation occurs in
frequency domain. The above cyclic signal reconstruction
approach provides the advantage of adapting radix-2 FFT-size
for the payload size. Additionally, since the UW slot is no
longer part of the FFT block, a low complexity equalization
approach that relies on the structure of the modulation matrix
M can be directly applied. For instance, an OFDM signal
(i.e. Mofdm = FH

Nd
) would have an almost diagonal effective

channel, whereas, the circular pulse-shaping GFDM signal
with M = A would have a banded matrix.

Once a cyclic receive signal via (26) has been obtained,
we remove the UW influence and thus, the receive payload

sequence in DFT domain yields (27) at the bottom of the
page where Ĥq,i,Nu

= diag(
√
NuFNu,L

~̂hq,i). In this case,
the receive signal ~Ycyclic,d = [(~Ycyclic,d,q)

T
q=1:Q]T can be

decomposed into the linear model (28). Here M = II⊗M,
FNd

= II ⊗ FNd
, FNd

= IQ ⊗ FNd
, FNu

= II ⊗ FNu
,

~xu = [(~xu,i)
T
i=1:I]T , ~wu ∈ CNu denotes the AWGN process

within the UW sequence, whereas ~wd ∈ CQNd denotes the
noise samples associated to the payload sequences of Q
antennas. Moreover, H̃Nd

= HNd
− ĤNd

denotes the error
of the channel estimation that is uncorrelated to ~d. The matrix
ĤNd

∈ CQNd×INd is MIMO version of Q × I matrices
Ĥq,i,Nd

= diag(
√
NdFNd,L

~̂hq,i), (Likewise HNd
, H̃Nd

and
H̃Nu with respective dimensions).

Considering the observation matrixĤNd
FNd

M in (28), the
CWCU LMMSE [25] equalizer of d with imperfect channel
knowledge with covariance (Σ̂hh,W)q,i—defined in (25)—
yields

~̂
d=

ΣdY (ΣdĤ+ΣdH̃+ΣxuH̃
+Σwu+σ2

wIQNd
)−1~Yd

diag−1(Σ̃dd)
,(29)

Σ̂dd=Σdd − Σ̃dd, (30)

herein, we calculate each term as in (30a)-(30f) where Σdd =
E[~d~dH ] = IINd

provided that the elements of ~d are inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) standard Gaussian
random variables, Σ̂HH,i = FNu,L(Σ̂hh,W )q,iF

H
Nu,L

and
for a centralized MIMO with identical PDP between Tx-Rx
antenna pairs, Σ̂HH,i is identical for all q ∈ {1, · · · ,Q}.
Further, ΣXuXu,i = FNu

~xu,i~x
H
u,iF

H
Nu

. From a complexity
point of view, the matrices ΣdĤ and ΣdH̃ become band
diagonal matrices for GFDM with proper permutations. The
lower and upper bandwidth of the two matrices is given by
Bl = Bu = I(M + Nα), where Nα < M is the number of
overlapping frequency bins with the neighboring subcarriers

~Ycyclic,d,q = FNd
~ycyclic,q − FNd

I∑

i=0

[(FH
Nu

Ĥq,i,NuFNu~xu,i)
T
[0:L−1] ~0

T
Nd−L]T , (27)

~Ycyclic,d = ĤNd
FNd

M~d+ H̃Nd
FNd

M~d (28)

+FNd

[(
(FH

Nu
H̃Nu

FNu
~xu)0:L−1

~0Nd−L

)T

q=1:Q

]T
+ FNd

[(
(~wu)0:L−1
~0Nd−L

)T

q=1:Q

]T
+ FNd

~wd.

ΣdĤ = ĤNd
FNd

MΣddMHFH
Nd

ĤH
Nd
, (30a)

ΣdH̃ = IQ ⊗
I∑

i=1

FNd
MΣddMHFH

Nd
◦ Σ̂HH,i, (30b)

ΣxuH̃
= IQ ⊗ FNd



[
FH
Nu

(∑I
i=1 ΣXuXu,i ◦ Σ̂HH,i

)
FNu

]
0:L−1,
0:L−1

0L×Nd−L

0Nd−L×L 0Nd−L×Nd−L


FH

Nd
, (30c)

Σwu
= IQ ⊗ FNd

[
σ2
wIL 0L×Nd−L

0Nd−L×L 0Nd−L×Nd−L

]
FH
Nd
, (30d)

ΣdY = ΣddMHFH
Nd

ĤH
Nd
, (30e)

Σ̃dd = ΣdY (ΣdĤ + ΣdH̃ + ΣxuH̃
+ Σwu

+ σ2
wIQNd

)−1ΣH
dY , (30f)
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Fig. 7. Energy and spectral efficiency of the systems for different number of Tx antennas I while T 70Hz
c ≈ 2.56 ms.

and it depends on the filter roll-off factor α. The matrix ΣxuH̃

is a full QNd×QNd matrix which can be ignored by setting
ΣxuH̃

= 0QNd×QNd
. Moreover, Σwu

defined in (30d) shows
that the noise becomes correlated in DFT domain and thus, for
the sake of saving complexity, we consider taking its diagonal
elements.

VII. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we make a numerical comparison of the
energy and spectral efficiency of UW-based systems vs. CP-
based systems in different MIMO setups. We assume that due
to the mobility of the transceivers space-frequency pilots are
necessary. The sampling frequency is set to Fs = 1.92MHz
and the PDP is chosen to be similar to either long term
evolution (LTE) extended typical urban (ETU) or extended
vehicular A (EVA), i.e. LETU = 9 and LEVA = 5 channel
taps, which correspond to 4.7µs and 2.6µs maximum delay
spread, respectively. The UW length NEVA-I

u for different
antenna configurations and channel models is chosen to be
NEVA-4

u = 52, NETU-4
u = 72, NEVA-16

u = 112, NETU-16
u = 132,

NEVA-64
u = 192, NETU-64

u = 292, and for the sake of primary
synchronization a double length UW is used as preamble. In
the CP-based system we also consider a preamble length of
Np = 2Nu to be used for synchronization and afterwards,
BCP = 10 blocks are continuously being transmitted. The CP
length is set to Ncp = L samples, and also IL orthogonal
pilots are inserted into every block.

Fig. 7 compares the energy and spectral efficiency of the
UW- vs. CP-based systems for two channel models and differ-
ent number of Tx antennas. Here, we consider an intermediate
mobility condition with maximum Doppler shift fd = 70Hz
and thus, the coherence time becomes T 70Hz

c ≈ 9
16πfd

=
2.56ms. In order to design the transmit blocks such that they
experience a near block-fading conditions, the block duration
Tb = Nd/Fs is commonly chosen to be smaller than 10%
of the coherence time. Thus, in Fig. 7, we divide the x-axis

by Tc in order to clearly find the corresponding target5 Tb

Tc
.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the energy efficiency of the UW-
based systems with BUW = 10 and BUW = 50 is always
larger than its corresponding CP-based system for short block
duration, because the total resource size in UW-based systems
is larger (see Sec. III-B). On the other hand, if the coherence
time Tc becomes larger, also larger block duration Tb can be
chosen, and in that case, the efficiency curves of the UW- vs.
CP-based systems tend to merge. We also note that in each
channel scenario, by increasing the number of Tx. antennas
I, the energy efficiency of the systems decreases. Indeed,
large number of Tx. antennas yield in increase of the channel
parameters that need to be estimated, and therefore, more
resources must be dedicated to reference signals (either UW
or pilots) to estimate the IL parameters. Although, comparing
ETU and EVA like channels, ηE decreases with a slower pace
for EVA, due to the smaller channel length L. The spectral
efficiency of the MIMO systems has been depicted in Fig. 7c
where we have assumed that the data is spatially multiplexed
over all Tx antennas. Here, assuming a very selective channel,
i.e. ETU, and 10% target Tb

Tc
, i.e. channel varies slightly within

the block, we choose 16-QAM, i.e. µ = 4, as a sufficiently
robust modulation order to decode the data. On the other hand,
for an EVA like channel, we set the target Tb

Tc
to 5% in order

to achieve near block-fading conditions, although, smaller Tb

Tc

yields increase of overhead. In this case, as the channel is less
selective and nearly block-fading, choosing higher modulation
order, e.g. µ = 6 becomes feasible. Note that the 10% and 5%
(Tb

Tc
)target correspond to 0.1 and 0.05 Tb/Tc70Hz in figures 7a

and 7b, respectively. As we observe in Fig 7c, although the
energy efficiency of the systems decreases with increase of Tx
antennas, the spectral efficiency increases rapidly for the UW-
based systems. Nonetheless, such condition is not necessarily
true for a CP-based system, because, for I = 64 and short
block duration Tb, the number of subcarriers are not sufficient
for estimating all the channel parameters, and thus ηS,Pilots for
the chosen (Tb

Tc
)target and I = 64 becomes zero. We also note

5As a matter of fact, if the ratio Tb
Tc

is large, the channel varies too quickly
within the block duration, and consequently, due to the channel estimation
and equalization imperfections, it limits the choice of modulation order µ.
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that in Fig. 7c, although (Tb

Tc
)target in EVA channel is chosen

to be smaller than that of ETU channel, the spectral efficiency
still increases due to the larger modulation order µ.

B. OOB Emission

The performance of the UW-based GFDM in terms of OOB
radiation is depicted in Fig. 8. Here, the GFDM waveform is
configured to have Kon = 22 active subcarriers out of K = 64
subcarriers, and a raised-cosine filter [26] with roll-off factor
α = 0.3 has been chosen for it. The total number of subsym-
bols is set to M = 16 and all M subsymbols are active for the
basic GFDM as well as UW-GFDM. Besides, UW-GS-GFDM
and GS-GFDM use Mon = 15 active subsymbols while their
first subsymbol is configured as a guard symbol according to
the description of Sec. IV-A. Moreover, the UW sequence is
initially obtained via (13) by letting Nu = KUW

on = 25 and
afterwards, it is zero-padded to the total number of KUW = 72
subcarriers. The power spectral density (PSD) of a CP-OFDM
signal with the same number of subcarriers and UW-DFT-
s-OFDM based on the approach of [6] are also plotted as
benchmarks. Here, the UW sequences in DFT-s-OFDM are
initially generated in form of PN-sequence that are mapped to
QPSK symbols and then circularly filtered by a sinc function.
Note that the comparison with UW-DFT-s-OFDM remains
valid for only SISO systems6.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, UW-GFDM without a guard
symbol increases the OOB emission of basic GFDM which
is due to the abrupt changes of the signal at the boundary
of UW sequence and the GFDM signal. Setting the first
GFDM subsymbol as a GS, we observe that OOB radiation of
UW-GS-GFDM reduces by an order of magnitude. However,
UW-GS-GFDM still suffers from higher OOB emission when
it is compared to GS-GFDM, which is due to the abrupt
changes of the signal within the UW sequence. We also note
that at frequency of around f

Fs
≈ 31, there is a peak of

energy for UW-GS-GFDM and GS-GFDM which is due to
the δ[k − kp] function with energy

√
K. Comparing the UW-

GS-GFDM with UW-DFT-s-OFDM, we observe that DFT-s-
OFDM achieves a slightly smaller OOB radiation due to the
frequency domain filtering of the UW sequence, whereas the
UW-GS-GFDM employs the frequency domain zero-padded
version of the sequence (13) without filtering. We also note
that the PSD curve of UW-DFT-s-OFDM has an asymmetrical
shape because of the employed PN-sequence.

C. Channel Estimation

Consider a 4× 4 MIMO system over an ETU-like channel
with L = 9 taps of PDP from 0 to -20 dB. Sampling
frequency is set to Fs = 1.92MHz, UW length Nu = 49 and
payload length Nd = 256. We also consider B = 50 blocks
after preamble to further emphasize the influence of Wiener-
Hopf filters. The time-varying channel estimation is simulated

6As the UW-DFT-s-OFDM signal is jointly generated by precoding the data
and filtering deterministic QPSK symbols, the resulting UW sequence does
not provide the optimum cross-correlation properties for a high quality MIMO
synchronization. In addition, as the UW-DFT-s-OFDM signal based on time-
domain QPSK symbols is not constant magnitude in frequency domain, they
are not optimum for MIMO channel estimation either.
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Fig. 8. Out of band radiation.

by considering that each tap of the CIR being temporally
correlated according to [27] [Rh]n,n′ = J0(2π(n− n′)νd),
where νd = fd/Fs and J0(·) denotes the zeroth order Bessel
function of the first kind. The number of observations of the
UW sequences would be Nu − L = 40 time domain samples
(i.e. ~yp,q ∈ C40). The CP-OFDM system is configured to adopt
NON

ofdm = 240 active subcarriers out of Nofdm = 256, in which
40 equispaced of them are pilot subcarriers. The OFDM pilot
subcarriers are being generated via PN-sequences mapped into
QPSK constellations. The MSE of the channel estimation is
calculated by comparing the DFT domain of the estimated
channel responses with respect to the true channel realizations
at the center of each payload block.

Fig. 9 shows the MSE of the channel estimation for the
proposed UW-based frames vs. CP-OFDM system. Comparing
the pilot-aided CE of CP-OFDM with blockwise UW-based
CE, i.e. (19), at fd = 300Hz, we observe that at low SNR the
performances are the same, however, at high SNR values CP-
OFDM pilots suffer from nearly one order of magnitude larger
error floor which is due to the channel variations within the
OFDM block duration. On the other hand, Blockwise UW-
based CE at fd = 300 follows its fd = 0 bound with a
very close gap for SNR values < 25 dB, and at high SNR
values, it has a smaller error floor than the CP-OFDM pilots,
because the number of channel realizations within the UW
sequence is smaller than that of CP-OFDM block duration
(i.e. Nu − L = 40 channel realizations vs. Nofdm = 256 for
CP-OFDM). In other words, the energy of the UW sequences
are concentrated into (Nu − L)-length time slot (i.e. 3.5%
of the channel coherence time), whilst in CP-OFDM, the
energy of the pilots are distributed over Nofdm = 256 samples
(i.e. 22.3% of the channel coherence time). Furthermore,
in CP-OFDM the Nofdm samples of the pilot subcarriers
are contaminated by the inter-carrier-interference (ICI) from
data subcarriers in such a time-varying channel condition.
Comparing the blockwise UW-based channel estimations with
their corresponding Wiener-filtered cases, i.e. (23), one may
note that at low-mobility, i.e. fd = 0, the Wiener filter
provides nearly 5 dB gain with respect to its blockwise channel
estimation at MSE=10−3, although, at high mobility scenario,
i.e. fd = 300, the gain is marginal, because the matrix Rh
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Fig. 9. Channel Estimation Performance.

defined in (22) considers less temporal correlation of the
channel estimations. Moving on to the channel estimation
performances of Circ.-UW sequences, we observe that at low-
mobility cases, the blockwise Circ.-UW CE outperforms the
normal UW-based CE as well as blockwise CP-OFDM with
nearly 5 and 6.6 dB gain, respectively, whereas, the Wiener-
filtered Circ.-UW gains more than 7.3 dB with respect to its
normal Wiener-filtered UW-based CE at fd = 0. The reason
for such performance gain shall be explained by comparing
the condition number of the observation matrices

Cond(Xcirc.-UW
obs ) = 4.54

< Cond(Xp) = 13.4

< Cond(XOFDM pilots
p ) = 33.78.

Observing the performance of Circ.-UW-based channel esti-
mation at high mobility fd = 300, the error floor at high SNR
values increases with respect to the normal UW-based CE
because of the same reason that happens to CP-OFDM, i.e.
the two UW sequences observe 2(Nu−L) = 80 channel real-
izations. The Wiener-filtered Circ.-UW-based CE at fd = 300
does not provide significant gain at low SNR values (due to
small temporal correlation of the estimates), whereas, at high
SNR values, it reduces the channel estimation error floor.

D. Equalization

Given the imperfect channel estimation techniques proposed
in Sec. V, we evaluate the transceiver performances in terms
of uncoded symbol error rate (SER), mutual information
(MI), and coded frame error rate (FER) via Monte Carlo
simulations. Here, we consider again the same simulation
parameters of Sec. VII-C and on top, we consider that the
transmitted bits are encoded via Parallel Concatenated Convo-
lutional Codes with code-rate rcode = 2/3 and octal generator
polynomial (1,15/13), and they are mapped into 16-QAM
symbols, i.e. modulation order µ = 4. The receiver employs
the CWCU LMMSE equalization technique and transforms
the equalized signal constellations into maximum likelihood
(ML) log-likelihoods by taking into account the fact that each

element of the received constellations ~̂d = ~d + ~̃w subjects to
an effective noise enhancement approximately distributed as
~̃w ∼ NC(~0Nd

,diag( 1

diag−1(Σ̃dd)
) − σ2

w
~1Nd

) [28]. The SNR
per bit is denoted by Eb/N0 and it includes the gain of
modulation and coding (i.e. Eb/N0 = Es/N0−10 log10 µrcode,
where Es/N0 denotes SNR per symbol). As benchmarks, in
addition to the CP-OFDM pilot transmission (i.e. identically
configured as in Sec. VII-C), we also consider a conventional
approach of UW-based transmission for GFDM similar to a
MIMO extended version of [9], i.e. the channel estimation of
UW slot b−1 is used for its following payload block b, and also
the estimated channel matrix Ĥ and the GFDM modulation
matrix A are being separately equalized via LMMSE approach
and without considering the imperfect CE statistics (i.e. setting
ΣdH̃ = 0QNd×QNd

and ΣxuH̃
= 0QNd×QNd

). Moreover, the
conventional approach uses the circularity of the channel over
the Payload-UW time slot and thus, calculation of Σwu

is also
unnecessary.

Fig. 10a compares the SER performance of the proposed
approaches with the state-of-the-art equalization techniques at
high mobility scenarios. One may notice that the conventional
UW-based EQ. for GFDM suffers from a large error floor in
SER performance due to three major aspects: a) The GFDM
signal suffers from self-interference caused by the circular
filtering, b) the conventional approach uses the CE of a single
UW before the payload sequence, and c) it does not consider
the imperfect CE statistics. The CP-OFDM also suffers from
large error floor of SER, because at high mobility its channel
estimation has the largest error floor, and also the orthogonality
of the symbols are being lost due to the ICI caused by Doppler
effects. Comparing the performance of UW-GFDM with Circ.-
UW-GFDM, one may notice that at high mobility of fd = 300,
Circ.-UW-GFDM with blockwise CE approach has larger error
floor than normal UW-GFDM with blockwise CE, because
its observation considers a longer time duration with respect
to the channel coherence time than the normal UW-GFDM.
But on the contrary, the Wiener filtering that has a marginal
gain in normal UW-GFDM, achieves a better performance
gain in Circ.-UW-GFDM. Comparing the performances of CP-
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Fig. 10. Equalization and Detection Performance of MIMO UW-based systems.

OFDM vs. Circ.-UW-GFDM at stationary channel conditions,
i.e. fd = 0, we note that Circ.-UW-GFDM with blockwise
CE outperforms the blockwise CP-OFDM by almost 3 dB
SNR, which is mainly due to the better channel estimation
of Circ.-UW-GFDM. Applying Wiener filter on top of them,
the gap becomes smaller, although, the Wiener filtered Circ.-
UW-GFDM achieves a SER performance that is closest to its
Genie-Aided receiver7. Note that here the gap between SER
of Circ.-UW-GFDM and Genie-Aided receiver is ∼1.19 dB,
in which ∼0.79 dB is due to the UW overhead. Comparing
the GFDM and OFDM systems with equal channel state
information, we observe that Genie-aided receiver of OFDM
has a marginal gain compared to its equivalent GFDM system,
however, for the receivers with imperfect channel knowledge,
i.e. UW-GFDM and UW-OFDM, the frequency diversity is
better exploited in GFDM with its wider subcarriers. For
further details of GFDM vs. OFDM systems with identical
perfect and imperfect channel knowledge, we refer the inter-
ested readers to [28].

7Genie-Aided receiver considers the perfect channel knowledge without the
need of UW transmission.

The demapper performances in terms of mutual information
of transmitted bits (after encoder) and received bit LLRs
(before decoder) are compared in Fig. 10b. As could be
expected, the MI curves of different systems follow a similar
behavior of their SER performances. For instance, the Wiener-
filtered Circ.-UW-GFDM at block-fading situation achieves a
higher MI than the Wiener-filtered CP-OFDM for the same
reason that occurred to its SER performance. In addition, an
interesting observation from Fig. 10b is the behavior of the
curves for interference-limited systems. Here, we note that the
MI curves of conventional UW-GFDM, CP-OFDM, blockwise
and Wiener-filtered Circ.-UW-GFDM at fd = 300Hz tend to
saturate over a nearly horizontal line between SNR values of
15 and 25 dB. However, at very high SNR values, the MI
curves start to increase again. We explain this behavior by
considering the fact that the interference-statistics occurring
due to the time-varying channels have not been considered
in computation of (30f). Therefore, as the input SNR of
the demapper increases, the output bit LLRs have higher
confidence and thus, they result in higher mutual information.
Nevertheless, as we see in the following, such high confident
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LLRs do not necessarily yield correct decoding performance.
Observing the detection performances in terms of FER, i.e.

Fig. 10c, one can see that the FER performances of different
EQ. techniques follow a similar behavior that already has
been seen in SER and MI performances. However, at very
high Eb/N0 values, we observe that all high mobility curves
tend an upward trend, which happens due to the ICI (caused
by Doppler and GFDM’s self-interference) that has not been
considered by the CWCU-LMMSE EQ. and the decoder. As
also explained in the MI performances, by ignoring the off-
diagonal elements of Σ̃dd and also the interference-statistics
due to time-varying channels, the bit LLRs become too much
confident, which results to have a worse FER at very high
Eb/N0 values. Such an upward trend of the curves shall
be solved by employing a time-varying equalizer, and/or an
iterative MMSE parallel-interference-cancellation detection
technique, e.g. [28].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new UW-based MIMO
frame design for multi-carrier transmission over frequency se-
lective and time-variant channels. Through energy and spectral
efficiency analysis, we have shown that if large number of an-
tennas are employed at the transmitter, the proposed UW-based
frame design achieves a significantly higher spectral efficiency
than the conventional pilot-aided CP-OFDM systems. Employ-
ing orthogonal UW sequences for a non-orthogonal MIMO
system, the proposed UW-GFDM maintains the spectral prop-
erties of CP-GFDM with slight degradation. In addition, via
derivations of the LMMSE-based channel estimation and their
corresponding Wiener-Hopf filters, we have observed that the
proposed UW-based frame design achieves nearly one order
of magnitude higher estimation accuracy in comparison to the
pilot-aided CP-OFDM system. Providing an analytical proof
for the proposed UW-free equalization technique, we have
shown that the UW sequences does not necessarily need to be
placed within the FFT-size and therefore, no tail-suppression-
precoder is required at the transmitter side. In the future, we
would be interested in taking advantage of per-sample based
channel estimation of the Wiener-Hopf filter, and apply a low
complexity, time-varying channel equalization for the MIMO
non-orthogonal multi-carriers.

APPENDIX

PROOF THAT (26) EMULATES A CIRCULAR CIR AT THE
RECEIVER

In this Appendix, we mathematically prove that the defini-
tion of ~ycyclic,q in (26) emulates a circular channel matrix for
the receive signal. Without loss of generality, as the extension
of SISO to MIMO in this proof is a straightforward approach,
we ignore the antenna indexes i and q for brevity. Additionally,
we set the UW length to L samples (i.e. ~xu ∈ CL) for
simplicity of the expressions. By extending the vector-matrix
dimensions in a respectful manner, the proof also remains valid
for the cases where the length of ~xu is larger than L.

Consider a stationary channel condition where the channel
matrix based on linear convolution is a lower triangular
Toeplitz matrix decomposed as follows:

T ,




T 11 0L×Nd
0L×L

T 21 T 22 0Nd×L
0L×L T 32 T 33


 (31)

where T 11 ∈ CL×L,T 22 =

[
T 22,12 0L×L
T 22,21 T 22,22

]
∈

CNd×Nd and T 33 ∈ CL×L are also lower triangular Toeplitz
matrices with the CIR ~h ∈ CL on their first column. Moreover,
the matrix T 22,12 takes only the first L rows and the first
Nd − L columns of T 22; T 22,21 contains the last Nd − L
rows and the first Nd−L columns of T 22 and T 22,22 includes
the last Nd−L rows and the last L columns of T 22. For the
receive signal

~yUW-P-UW = T [~xTu , ~x
T
d , ~x

T
u ]T + ~wUW-P-UW, (32)

the matrices T 21 = [T T
21,1, 0T(Nd−L)×L]T and T 32 =

[0L×(Nd−L), T 32,2] cause the leakage of the first UW se-
quence into the receive counterpart of ~xd and the leakage of the
payload into the receive counterpart of second UW sequence,
respectively. Here, T 21,1 = T 32,2 ∈ CL×L are identical
upper triangular Toeplitz matrices with [~hT(1:L−1), 0]T on their
last column.

We note that in a CP-based system where the left ~xu in
(32) is substituted by ~xcp (i.e. the last L samples of ~xd), the
receive payload ~yd,CP-based = CCP-based~xd + ~wd experiences a

circular channel CCP-based =

[
T 22,12 T 21,1

T 22,21 T 22,22

]
. In fact,

having the matrix T 21,1 on top right corner of T 22 makes
the matrix CCP-based circulant. In conventional UW-based sys-
tems where the circularity of the channel is facilitated by
taking an N -point FFT over Payload-UW block, we have
~yP-UW = Cconv-UW[~xTd , ~xTu ]T + ~wP-UW, where Cconv-UW =[

T 22 T 21

T 32 T 33

]
and thus, Cconv-UW is also ciruclant. In (26)

however, we aim to generate a circulant channel C over only
the payload sequence, and thus obtain the receive signal

~yd = H~xd + ~w′d. (33)

In order to prove that H = C, we decompose the receive
Payload-UW signal as

[
~yd
~yu

]
= C

(
T R[~xTd , ~x

T
u ]T +

[
~wd
~wu

])
, (34)

where each individual matrix is defined as in (34a) and (34b)
at the top of next page.

Here, the repetition matrix R is located at the transmitter
side and it copies the UW sequence before the payload, i.e.
R[~xTd , ~x

T
u ]T = [~xTu , ~x

T
d , ~x

T
u ]T . On the other hand, the matrix

C, which is located at the receiver side performs the operation
defined in (26).

Evaluating the effective channel of [~xTd , ~x
T
u ]T in (34), we

have (35) where

C =

[
T 22,12 T 32,2

T 22,21 T 22,22

]
= H. (36)
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R,




0L×Nd
IL

INd
0Nd×L

0L×Nd
IL


 , (34a)

C ,




0L×L IL 0L×(Nd−L) IL
0(Nd−L)×L 0(Nd−L)×L INd−L 0(Nd−L)×L

0L×L 0L×L 0(Nd−L)×(Nd−L) IL


 . (34b)

CT R=




[T 22,12 0L×L]+T 32 T 21,1+T 33

[T 22,21 T 22,22] 0Nd−L×L
T 32 T 33


=


 C

[
T 21,1 + T 33

0Nd−L×L

]

T 32 T 33


 , (35)

Here, having the matrix T 32,2 on top right corner of H makes
it circulant. In addition, the matrix CISI = T 21,1 + T 33—
which also emulates a circulant channel on the first L samples
of ~xu—causes ISI into the first L samples of ~yd. However,
since both ~xu and ~̂h are known, one can simply remove the
known interference, i.e. (27). We also note that, since the ma-
trix C is located at the receiver side, the first L samples of ~wu
would also be added to the first L samples of ~wd. If Nd >> L,
the noise correlation would be negligible. Nonetheless, the
operation (26) provides the significant advantage of designing
payload and UW sequences separately, and thus performing
Nd-point FFT only on the received payload signal.
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